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Summation Case Organizer
Empowering Litigation Teams
Empower litigation teams to build a case from the ground up as they
prepare for trial with Summation Case Organizer. Improve case organization,
analysis and collaboration through the use of a powerful, yet simple and
intuitive workflow. With Case Organizer you can easily chronicle, organize
and search important facts, relevant events, key testimony, questions
and summaries. Reviewers can seamlessly track key witnesses, issues
and notes of each case while copying information from documents or
transcripts and pasting into customized o»utlines with ease. You can even
link important documents, pleadings and legal research to the case!

Get Organized
Getting organized and staying organized is the key to success in any
large-scale legal matter. Sure, you can be disorganized and still do your
job. The question is how well are you doing it and how can you do it better?
Summation Case Organizer empowers legal teams to be more successful
with real-time access to key connections, case data, testimony, pleadings
and legal research within your entire case.

Make Key Connections
To win a lawsuit, a legal team must prove every element of a legal claim.
Just like puzzle pieces sitting in a box, your supporting facts and data can
be put together to show a complete picture. Case Organizer allows teams to
take legal and investigative research, analyze that information and create
important connections.
Case Organizer allows the creation and management of:
u

Events

u

Questions

u

Facts

u

Summaries

u

People

u

Pleadings

u

Transcript Excerpts

u

Legal Research

Team Collaboration
Performance is hindered when team members do not communicate well
together. Being able to work productively within a team is one of the most
crucial aspects of achieving success in complex litigation. Summation
provides a real-time review platform that allows collaboration regardless
of location for your entire litigation team. Users can freely access cases
from anywhere with Summation’s secure web-based viewer. For those on
the go, carry entire cases on your laptop—transcripts, documents, outlines,
chronologies—with Summation’s offline review capability!
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FEATURES

Free and Secure Webbased Access to your Case
from Anywhere, or Carry
Entire Case Offline

Collaboration Regardless
of Location

Powerful and
Effective Searching

Create/Manage Events,
Facts, People, Questions,
Summaries...

Upload and Link
Pleadings and Legal
Research

Follow Live Transcript of
Depositions with Built-in
Summation Realtime

Create Summaries and
Witness Examination
Outlines with Ease

Compare Documentary
Evidence to Testimony

Discover all the benefits of choosing Summation.
www.accessdata.com
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